《I'm The supreme Fairy King》
Chapter 167: Is He Going To Score A Legendary Goal Again?
"I won't let you get it!" Rick moved fast to intercept him, yet just before he could reach
Denis, the latter jumped high in the air, flapped his wings a little to stabilize his body a
couple of meters off the ground.
And Rick simply passes under him like that without being able to do anything to stop
him.
"And it's a goal!" the commentator shouted before adding, "it's yet strange that my boy
didn't do anything to stop him. Is he afraid? Or is he trying to think of a way to stop
that rocket? No one can stop a rocket boy, so try to think of another way to beat
Denis."
Jim heard the words and totally ignored it. The look over his team's faces expressed it
all; they were all dejected and feeling already the loss drawing near.
Yet Jim didn't feel anything like this. In fact he was thinking of this game as a way to
learn new stuff, like that amazing move Denis pulled before scoring the goal.
'As I admire that move, I won't let myself fall behind," he muttered while the referee
gave his team the signal to start the play. "I'll show you how pathetic your actions
are!"
In fact Jim wasn't putting Denis in his eyes at all. His real enemy wasn't him, but Pol.
He knew after this match he would reserve a spot at the ace league and score a legend
that no one would be able to touch.
"Give me the ball!"
Suddenly as the ball started to rotate between the team, he shouted before moving fast
towards the front. He didn't hurry to use his full speed, after all he wasn't that
accustomed to it yet.
The ball was now in the hands of Pat, who moved fast at the sideline while a hitter was
coming hot at him.

Yet as the hitter tried to use his sword to stop him, Pat simply paused, turned around

and rotated his body around the giant kraken.
And he continued running towards the front while a hitter and a tanker moved to
intercept him.
"The ball!" Suddenly he threw the ball without continuing his run forward. The ball
arched high towards Jim who was now in the middle of the rest of the kraken team.
"You won't get it, naïve boy," Denis laughed while moving fast, faster than Jim and
flew a couple of meters in the air using his big wings.
And the ball seemed to fall into his lap.
Yet Jim had another opinion about that.
"Give me all," he simply muttered, bent his knees all of sudden while letting his body
glide over the ground.
And then he accelerated.
"Oh boy! He is moving at a speed I never saw him have before," the commentator
screamed in utter shock and that made Denis turn to glance at Jim.
Yet Jim was really moving like a rocket at this moment. Just as Denis turned to see
what was happening, a flash passed by his eyes, startling him.
"I won't let you have it," Denis was armed with long experience in the ace league and
so he didn't need to understand what was happening.
And he reacted to stop Jim using his two big wings as a weapon. He waved them while
rotating around himself.
"It's the tornado move, the famous move that crushed many aces before at the ace
league… Feast your eyes ladies and gentlemen, as this is a live show and not an old
recording."
Jim felt a sudden approach of the wings like being inside a real tornado.
"Damn, he is fast," yet the commentator shouted the next moment as the move of
Denis seemed to be slightly slower than the speed of Jim.
Despite his timely reaction, Denis' move couldn't stop Jim at the appropriate moment.
"And he got it! My boy got it! damn!" the commentator screamed next when Jim

seized the ball.
Yet that came at the expense of getting hit by the small tornado Denis created just now.
"Ouch… that must hurt!"
Jim's body was thrown violently towards the ground. Despite his violent fall, Jim
didn't resign to this and bounced the ball to the air, pushed his body against the ground
with his arms and took a full round in the air.
Landing on the ground, he didn't stop there and threw himself on the ball before
starting to bounce it forward while running with his fastest speed.
"And Denis is running after him," the commentator shouted while Jim kept running
like a rocket with three tankers standing in his path, blocking it.
"Delay him!" Denis was enraged by what Jim just did and that insane speed he was
using. Denis was using his wings to aid him in gaining speed, yet Jim was using pure
energy to push his legs fast on the ground.
"Stop him!" the commentator mimicked Denis' shout before laughing, "if you can do
that, hahaha. My boy is unstoppable! Oh mighty fairies, I love this game!"
Jim didn't even slow down while racing towards the three tankers. They were all that
stood behind him and the final line. "Will he try to pull a legendary move again? Will
he? Ha?" the commentator kept screaming and the audience was literally on the edge
of their seats.
Two aces ran towards the final line while three tankers blocked the path. Other kraken
players were trying to run as fast as they could, but they wouldn't get to him in time.
"Move away!" Just as Jim reached them, one of the tankers used his shield and
slammed it hard over his head, "this the farthest you'll ever go!"
"In your dreams!"
Jim wasn't worried or hot headed at this moment. Calmly seeing that giant shield
descending over his head, his mind provided him with many options to evade.
Yet he chose only one without a single moment of hesitation. He bent his knees, glided
over the ground for a moment before finally daring his body high in the air.
Unlike Denis, he couldn't control the two little wings on his back. Yet he depended
entirely on their actions to carry him high above the head of that kraken and his shield.

"Like a master, Denis taught my boy such a brilliant trick… I bet you are mad now
Denis, hahaha," and the commentator laughed at this scene while Denis' face darkened
out of rage.
Yet it wasn't over at this point.
"Oh boy… oh boy… he is aiming for it… he is aiming for the legendary finish… he is
aiming to score a goal, a final goal and win the match!"
The commentator wasn't lying. The moment Jim's body was thrown high in the air,
Jim bounced the ball even higher than him before pushing his legs against the giant
body of the kraken.
And waited.
"He is aiming for it… will he do it? Will Denis let him do it? oh mighty fairies, I can't
even wait to see what's going to happen now!"
Denis was already seeing what was about to happen in front of his eyes. He gritted his
teeth and pushed himself with all the might he could muster at this moment.
And his body slammed in the air like an arrow the next moment.
"I won't let you have it!" he roared and Jim only sneered before pushing with all his
energy against the kraken tanker's back.
And his body jumped high in the air, even higher than the slowly decelerating ball.
"And Denis arrives," the commentator said as Denis finally managed to catch up with
Jim.
"This is the end of your run, you won't move further!"
And Jim simply sneered while calmly watching Denis moving his wings fast to hit his
body hard.
"What a fool old man you are," Jim only said that and the next moment Denis' eyes
widened, not knowing what to say or do.

